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Abstract 
Shrimpton, _- , Some groups related to the symmetry of a directed graph, Journal of Pure and 
Applied Algebra 72 (1991) 303-318. 
This paper studies a new approach to analyzing the symmetry of a graph. using the idea of a 
‘symmetry object’; this is a generalization of an automorphism group. which possesses the 
structure of an object in the category under consideration. To define a symmetry object we use 
categorical methods, and in particular the notions of Cartesian closed structure and monoidal 
closed structure. 
A feature of Cartesian closed categories is that they permit the construction of symmetry 
objects which are group objects in the category. We use this property to pursue some analogies 
with group theory in a category of directed graphs. We associate a crossed module 
/_L :Q(J’)- Autff) to the automorphism group of a directed graph I-. by showing that Aut(T) 
can be emscdded in the symmetry object which is both a group and a directed graph. By 
comparing this crossed module with the corresponding construction for groups (considered as 
groupoids. to give a Cartesian closed category) we define inner automorphism, outer auto- 
morphism and centre groups for r. We show that these can be completely described in terms of 
the way that the automorphisms act on a particular class of subgraphs of r. 
Introduction 
In studying the automorphism group Aut(G) of a group G it is useful to 
consider the inner automorphism map x : G-, Aut( G), where x( g) is the auto- 
morphism x H gxg - ‘. This morphism x, with the action of Aut(G) on G. has the 
structure known as a crossed module. 
In this paper we associate a crossed module ,z : Q(I‘) + Aut(T’) to the auto- 
morphism group of a directed graph r. We do this by embedding Aut(f) in a 
bigger structure SYM(T) which is both a group and a directed graph. Structures 
of this type have been studied by a number of workers in the fields of algebra and 
homotopy theory, and we draw on this work in defining an ‘inner automorphism 
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group’ for r, as well as ‘homotopy groups’ n,(p) and 71;( ,u), of which the first 
can be thought of as analogous to an ‘outer automorphism group’ and the second 
as analogous to a ‘centre’. The aim of this paper is to relate these new groups to 
the structure of the graph f; it turns out that they can be completely described in 
terms 01 the way that the automorphisms act on a particular class of subgraphs of 
r, which we term ‘inner’ subgraphs. The results suggest also how such groups 
might be defined for undirected graphs. 
To define SYM(T) we use properties of Cartesian closed categories. So a 
separate interest of this paper is the use o1 categorical methods in graph theory. 
1. Categorical background 
A directed graph (hereafter abbreviated to graph) consists of a set r together 
with two endofunctions s, I: r-, r which satisfy st = t and ts = s. The set V(r) of 
vertices of this graph is given by Im(s) = Im(t); it is easily shown that these images 
coincide, and that if u is a vertex, then su = tv = u. We shall refer to the 
remaining elements of r as edges, and to s and t as the source and target functions 
reepectively. Our definition of a graph is thus on the same lines as that used by 
Ribenboim in his work on graphs with additional structure [iO]. 
A morphism of graphs f : r + A is a function f : r-+ A such that fs, = sJ f and 
fi,. = t, f. Thus we allow a morphism to collapse an edge to a vertex. Morphisms 
as defined here are sometimes known as projections. 
Taking graphs as objects and morphisms as arrows gives a category %I@ which 
is Cartesian closed; that is, it has all finite products and for any object A in the 
category the functor r~ r x A has a right adjoint r~ f J. If r and A are graphs, 
the product r x A is the Cartesian product of sets, with source and target maps 
given by s(y. 6) = (sy, 6) and t( y, 6) = (ty, tS); the projections take (y, 6) to y 
and 6 respectively. 
The graph TJ consists of all triples (p : a, 7) where p, a, T are functions A ---$ r
such that o and r are morphisms and sp = crs, tp = 7t; the source and target 
functions take (p : G, c) to (CT: a, CT) and (7 : T, T) respectively. These results are a 
consequence of the fact that the category %pti can be expressed a a functor 
category 93 ” “‘i for a small category Ce. This category % consists of a single object 
with two nonidentity loops S,, 8, such that ~5~8, = 6, and i3,& = 6,. Full details are 
given in Ill], and a briefer account may be found in [5]. 
It is a well-known fact that in any monoidal closed category each A’ ii a 
monoid object; the result is due to Kelly [7]. Also any monoid object (with respect 
to the categorical product) in a finitely complete category has a maximal 
subobject which is a grozrp object: effectively, we select all the invertible elements 
of the monoid. By analogy with the category of small sets, where AA gives the 
monoid of endofunctions of A and its maximal group submonoid is the symmetric 
group on A, we use END(A) to denote A” in an arbitrary monoidal closed 
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category, and SYM(A) to denote its maximal group subobject in the Cartesian 
closed case. 
For anv rgraph r we can thus construct a graph SYM(T) which also has a group 
structure, and is therefore a group-graph in the sense of Ribenboim [lo]. The 
related concept of a group-category has been discussed in detail by Loday in [S]; it 
is this treatment which has led to the constructions we shall be presenting in this 
paper, and a brief foray into this area is therefore necessary in order to explain 
the methods we shall be using. 
A cut’-group is defined by Loday (using here the notation of [3]) to be a group 
G with two endomorphisms s, .r of G such that SC = t, IS = s, and [Ker(s), 
Ker(t)] = 1. Given any group-graph (G, s, f) there is therefore a canonical 
method of constructing a cat’-group from it: we form G = G/[Ker(s), Ker(t)] 
with the induced endomorphisms S, ?: G-, c. Now cat’-groups are equivalent to 
crossed modules; this result was first published in (41, although known to French 
mathematicians in the mid 1960s. Furthermore, crossed modules are algebraic 
models of homotopy 2-types (see [$I): any crossed module or. :M- P has a 
classifving space X such that rr:(Xj ‘E Coker( EL) and r,(X) z Ker( ,u) (which are 
in general nontrivial). whiie all the homotopy groups 71;(X) for i > 2 are trivial. 
The reader who is unfamiliar with any of these terms may simply pass over them; 
we merely wish to indicate how the procedure we shall be following arose, and no 
knowledge of homotopy theory, crossed modules or cat ‘-groups is required for 
this paper. 
We shall look first at the structure of SYM(T) and investigate its normal 
subgroup [Ker(s), Ker(t)]; we shall then take the quotient by this subgroup and 
identify the homotopy groups 7c,( y) and 2~,( cc) of the associated crossed module 
/J, : (?(I’+ Aut(Q. 
2. The structure of SYM(r) 
The endomorphism graph END(T) of a graph r consists of all triples (p :cr. T) 
such that p, u, 7 are endofunctions of r, u and T are morphisms and sp = (rs. 
fp = 7f. Thus each x E r is associated with a subgraph 
of r (although this subgraph may be contracted in various ways by 
identifications). The source and target functions take (p: CT. T) to (u: (r. cr) and 
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(7 : 7, T) respectively, so the vertices of END(T) are essentially the endomorph- 
isms of I’. (Note that we shall use the symbols s, t to denote these source and 
tdrget functions as well as those in r, aird rc!y on the context to eliminate any 
possible confusion.) The monoid multiplication on END(T) is given by pointwise 
composition of functions: 
(p : a, T)( p’ : CT’, 7’) = (pp’ : uu’, TT’) . 
The symmetry graph SYM(f) of rconsists of the invertible elements of END(T), 
in other words the triples (p : CT, 7) such that p, cr, r are permutations of r, u and T 
are morphisms and sp = us, tp = rt. Thus the automorphism group Aut(T) forms 
the set of vertices of SYM(T). (Note that we use the term permutation for any 
one-one correspondence between a set and itself, whether the set is finite or not.) 
The monoid multiplication on END(f) gives SYM(T) a group structure, and it 
can easily be checked that the two structures on SYM(f) are compatible, in the 
sense that the source and target functions are group homomorphisms. In fact, 
however, the following proposition shows that the graph SYM(T) may be given 
the additional structure of a groupoid. (A groupoid is a small category in which 
every arrow is invertible; for an introduction to the theory and applications of 
groupoids, see [ 11.) 
Proposition 2.1. Let (G, s, t) be a group-graph, and let M be the set of pairs (x, y) 
of elements of G such that tx = sy. Then the partial composition defined by 
. 
x + y = x(sy)_‘y = x(tx))‘y 
where (x, y) E M, gives G a groupoid structure with s, t as source and i!rr,get maps. 
Proof. Since (sy)-’ = sy-’ and (fy))’ = ty-’ we have s(x + y) = sx and t(x + y) = 
ty. Then 
(X+y)+t=X(tX)-‘y(ty))‘z=x+(y+z) 
so the composition is associative. Also for any element x we have an inverse 
element --x = (tx)x-‘(sx). 0 
Recall that two elements x, y of a groupoid (G. s, t) lie in the same component 
if there exists z E G such that sz = tx and tz = sy. The groupoid structure on a 
group-graph allows us to deduce the following properties: 
Proposition 2.2. For any group-graph (G, s, t) the following hold: 
(i) the vertices of the graph form a subgroup H of G; 
(ii) the elements of G in the same component as the identity form a normal 
subgroup K of G ; 
(iii) the cosets of k in G coincide with the componem of the grorcpoid; 
(iv) G!K z H/H n K; 
(v) the vertex groups of all vertices in the groupoid are isomorphic. 
&oaf. (i) If u, u are vertices, then s(uu) = (su)(su) = UU, so uu is also a vertex. 
Also if u is a vertex, s(u-‘) = (su)-1 = u-’ so u-l is a vertex. It follows, of course, 
that the group identity 1 is a vertex. 
(ii) We show first that H 17 K is normal in H. A vertex u lies in the component 
containing the identity if ancI only if there exists x E G such that sx = 1 and tx = u. 
Then for any vertex u, 
s(uxu-‘) = u.1.u-’ = 1 
and 
t(uxcC’) = u.u.u-’ , 
so uuu-’ also lies in the cf;mponent containing 1. 
Now let y be any eley:nt of G in the same component as 1. Then sy and ty 
Foth lie in H n K, an< “JO for any x E G, s(xyx-‘) = (sx)(sy)(sx)-’ and t(xyx-‘) = 
W(tYm)- ’ also lie in H n K. Hence K is normal in G. 
(iii) If x and y lie in the same component, then there exists z E G such that 
sz = sx and tz = ty. Then 
s((sx)-5) = (sx)_‘(sz) = (sx)_‘(sx) =1 
and 
t((sx)_‘2) = (sx)_l(tz) = (sx)_Qy) = s(x_‘y) ) 
so x-‘y lies in K. Hence x and y lie in the same coset of K. Conversely, if x and y 
lie in the same coset, then y = xk for some k E K. Then there exists k’ E G such 
that sk’ = 1 and tk’ = sk. But 
s((sx)k’) = (.7x)(M) = sx 
and 
t((sxW) = (sx)(tk’) = (sx)(sk) = s(xk) = sy 
so x and y lie in the same component. 
(iv) It follows from (iii) that HK = G, so the result is given by the Second 
Isomorphism Theorem for groups. 
(v) For any vertex u: let G(u) = {x E 6;: sx = tx = u}. Then the map 
O:G(l)+ G(u) given by x H ux is a group isomorphism: if sx = tx = 1. then 
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s(ux) = I(U) = u, whilst if sy = ty = U, then s(u-‘y) = t(u-‘y) = 1; also 
e(x + y) = U(X + y) = UXY 
= uxu-by = uxs uy 
= e(x) + e(y). q 
We shall refer to the group G/K as the group of components of the group- 
graph. 
For convenience, we now group together a number of definitions which will be 
needed later. 
Let Qzf, u) = {x E r: sx = U, rx- = u). We shall refer to the sets T(u, u),,.,,,(,-) 
as the edge sets of f (even though an ‘edge set’ T(u, u) will contain the vertex u, 
and might contain nothing else). 
We say that a graph r is compZete if there is a bijection r(u, u) z r(u’, u’) for 
each two pairs of (not necessarily distinct) vertices U, u and u’, u’ in r. In 
particular, if iT(u, u)] = n for each pair of vertices u, u in r we shall say that r is 
n-comptete. 
We define the full subgraph of r on a subset W of the vertices of r to be the set 
of all eler-ents x of F such that both sx and tx are in W. If A is a subgraph of r, 
then f’\A will denote the full subgraph of r on all vertices which do not lie in A. 
Since the underlying graph of any component of a groupoid is complete, (iii) 
and (v) of Proposition 2.2 immediately add to the results of [iO] the following 
basic property: 
Corollary 2.3. Any group-graph is a disjoifl: union of isomorphic complete 
graphs. Cl 
In the case of SYM(f) the partial composition defined by Proposition 2.1 is 
given by 
and the inverse -( p : a, T) is given by (up -‘u : T, a). The group of automorphisms 
in the same component as the identity can be regarded as an ‘inner automorphism 
group’, and we shall denote it by Inn(r). Our justification for this is that the 
inner automorphisms of a group can be characterized in a similar way as follows. 
The category of groups is not Cartesian closed, but it can be embedded in the 
category of groupoids which is. Considering a group G as a groupoid thus allows 
us to construct a symmetry object SYM(G) which has both a group structure and 
a groupoid structure. The vertices of the groupoid are the automorphisms of G, 
and the vertices in the salne component as the identity automorphism turn out to 
be the inner automorphisms of 6. This construction is more fully discussed in [2]. 
3. Inner subgraphs 
In this section we discuss subgrsphs with special propcrtics relative to auto- 
morphisms. The aim is to obtain a graph-theoretical characterization of the inner 
automorphisms of a graph. 
Suppose a graph r has a subgraph A such that any automorphism of A extends 
to an automorphism of r. This condition on A means that we can rearrange A 
without being restricted by its inclusion in r. In a sense however it is not a tight 
enough condition to be useful because the extended automorphism may have 
ramifications throughout r. These ramifications may cause problems; for exam- 
ple, if r has two such subgraphs which are disjoint, we should like to be able to 
extend automorphisms of each in such a way that the extended automorphisms of 
one subgraph commute with those of the other, and we cannot necessarily do this. 
We therefore study subgraphs to which a tighter condition: .*pplies. 
We shall say that a subgraph A of a graph r is symmetrically embedded in r if 
every automorphism of A can be extended to an automorphism of r which fixes 
I%. This stipulation ensures that any rearrangement of d causes only a localized 
disturbance in r, since the effect of the extended automorphism on the rest of r 
will be confined to those elements with either source or target in A. It follows that 
for any vertices u in T\A and u in A, and any automorphism 7 of A, there are 
bijections T(u, V) s I’(zz, TU) and i-(~. u) z r( TV, u) given by restricting the ex- 
tension of 7. 
Note that if A is complete, then any permutation of its vertices can be induced 
by an automorphism of A; hence if A is both complete and symmetrically 
embedded in r, there will be bijections T(u, v) z T(u. w) and T(u. N) s T(w, u) 
for any vertices u in r and U, w in A. 
The following proposition shows that if r is a complete graph. then all its 
subgraphs are symmetrically embedded, with the possible exception of any with 
infinite edge sets. 
Proposition 3.1. Let r be a complete graph, and let A be any subgraph of r with 
finite edge sets. Then every auromorphism of A extends to an automorphism of r 
which fixes T\A. 
Proof. Let 7 be an automorphism of A. We shall extend T to an automorphism 7 
of r as follows. For any x E r which is not in A there are three possibilities: 
(i) Neither sx nor tx is in A. In this case let Fx = x. Then ? fixs r\A. 
(ii) Either sx E A or tx E A, but not both. Then no element in either T(sx. fxj 
or r(7sx. 7tx) is in A. Since r is complete. there is a bijection T(s.u. U) z 
(Ew, 71x); define ?x to be the image of x under this bijection. 
(iii) Both sx and tz are in A. Then since there are bijections T(sx. t-v) z 
r(k, 7tx) and A(sx, tx) z A(Fsx, 7tx) there must be a bijcction 
T(sx, ~Y)\A(sx. f.r) z f(+sx, 7tx)\A(%x, ?tx); define ?X to be the image of x under 
this bijection. 
This covers all possibilities. and it is trivial tc cheek that ? is an 
automorphism. q 
This idea of extending automorphisms of subgraphs is of particular interest in 
relation to subgraphs with many automorphisms. The most symmetric graphs of 
all are the complete graphs, so we shall now consider some properties of 
subgraphs which are both complete and symmetrically embedded in a graph r. 
Lemma 3.2. Zf two symmetrically embedded complete full subgraphs of a graph I’ 
have a nonempry intersection, then the smallest full subgraph of r containing their 
union is also complere and symmetrically embedded in r. 
Proof. Let A and A’ be symmetrically embedded complete full subgraphs of r. 
Then the smallest full subgraph of f containing their union is clearly the full 
subgraph on the vertices of A U A’. Let A denote this subgraph, and let u be a 
vertex in A f~ A’. Then the completeness of A and A’ implies that there are 
bijections r(u, w) s T(u, u) for any vertices U, w of A, unless u E V(A)\{ v}, 
w E V(A’)\{ U} ( or vice versa) and u and w do not lie in A n A’. In the latter case, 
however, since A is symmetrically embedded in F there are bijections r(u, w\ z 
T(u, w) and T(w, u)s T(w, u). So A is complete. 
Also if x is any vertex in r\A, the fact that A is symmetrically embedded 
implies that there are bijections T(u, X) z T(u, x) and T(x, U) z T(x, u) for any 
vertex u of A, while the fact that A’ is symmetrically embedded implies that there 
are bijections T(u, X) z T(w. X) and&, u) s r(x, w) for any vertex w of A’. 
These can be composed to give bijections T(u, X) z T(w, x) and T(x, U) s Qx, w) 
which we can use, together with the identity automorphism on each edge set in 
r\A, to extend any automorphism of A to an automorphism of f which fixes 
r\A. Hence -4 is symmetrically embedded in r. 0 
This lemma shows that there can be no overlap between maximal symmetrically 
embedded complete full subgraphs, that is, those which are not subgraphs of any 
other symmetrically embedded complete full subgraph. The following theorem 
highlights the importance of these subgraphs, and shows that they are closely 
related to the inner automorphisms of r. We shall therefore call them inner 
subgraphs. 
Theorem 3.3. An automorphism r of r is an inner automorphism if and only if it 
restricts to an automorphism of each inner subgraph of r. 
Proof. Let u be any vertex of r. If 7 lies in the same component as the identity 
there exists (p : 1, T) E SYM(T), for some p. Then, since sp = s and tp = 7t, the 
restrictiort of p”--)‘F gives a bijection 
for any integers m, n. Hence the full subgraph sl, on the orbit of ~1 under T is 
complete. 
Similarly, there are bijections 
and 
p”-‘“I: qu, T’suj-+ T(u, T”U) 
P “y”-“‘j: qyu, u)-+ qgu. u) 
for any integers m, n and any vertex u in Z%,.. These bijections, together with 
the identity on each edge set in T\A,,, can be used to extend any automorphism 
of A, to an automorphism of r which fixes T\A,, and so the subgraph A,, is 
symmetrically embedded in r. Since 7 restricts CO an alltomorphism of A, for each 
u, by Lemma 3.2 it must restrict to an automorphism of each inner subgraph. 
Conversely, if 7 restricts to an automorphism of each inner subgraph, then we 
can define a permutation p of r as follows. Since any vertex together with its 
loops forms a symmetrically embedded complete full subgraph, each vertex lies in 
exactly one inner subgraph. Let U, u be vertices of r, and let fi, @r the Ger 
subgraph containing u. Then TU lies in a&,. The fact that s1,, is complete and 
symmetrically embedded in r implies that there Es a bijection flu. r.) z I‘(rr. TV) 
which we can use to define p on f (u, v). Clearly sp = s and tp = rt, 5~; [ p : 1, 7) E 
SYM(f j. Hence 7 E Inn(T). Cl 
4. The group [Ker(s), Ker(t)] 
Let Sym(f) denote the group of pe;,mutations of r, and let 
r: SYM(F)-Sym(F) be the projection onto the first component. Then r is of 
course a group homomorphism, since SYM(T) is a subgroup of Sym(T) x 
Sym(T) X Sym(r). The following lemma simplifies our investigation slightly, by 
reducing questions about the triples in [Ker(s), Ker(t)] to questiocs about ele- 
ments of Sym(T). 
Lemma 4.1. Let f, S, T be the images of SYM(f ), Ker(s) a& Ker(t), respective- 
ly, under the projection r. Then r is injective on Ker(s) T1 Ker(t) and maps 
Ker(s) f~ Ker(t) r S fl T and [Ker(s), Ker(t)] 11.5, T]. Furthermore. there is a 
chain of normal subgroups 
(s n ~jqs, qa(s n T)~P 
where (S n T)’ deriotes the commutator subgroup of (S n T). 
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P-oaf. This requires nothing more than the definition of SYM(T) and elementary rt 
gro:~p theory. Cl 
Proposition 4.2. There is an equivaleace relation on the elemems cf r. giveu by 
x = T if and only if there exist inner subgraphs d atld A’ oj* r such that sx, sy E A 
and tx, ty E A’. 
Proof. Since each vertex lies it; ar. %ner subgraph the relation is reflexive. 
Symmetry is obvious, and transitivity follows from Lemma 3.2. 0 
An equivalence class thus consists of all the edges of f with source in A and 
target in d’, where A and A’ are some inner sut:raphs of r. Since all the elements 
in a particular edge set are clearly equivalent, each equivalence class can be 
subpartitioned into edge sets. Note that we have a bijectior ktween any two 
edge sets in an equivalence class. 
In conjunction with Lemma 4.1. the following result gives us an explicit 
description of the group [Ker(s), Ker(t)]. 
Theorem 4.3. Tile group [S, T] consists of every permutation of the elements of r 
which restricts to a permutation of each edge set arid to an even permutation of each 
finite equivalence class. 
Proof. Let p f IS, T]. Then by Lemma 4.1, p E S n T. Thus sp = s pod tp = t, so 
p restricts to a permutation of each edge set. 
To show that p restricts to an even permutation of each finite equivalence class, 
we first note that any permutation in S or T can only permute elements within 
equivalence classes: any such permutation u rnaps f(u, u) either to T(u, TU) or to 
T(Tu. u), for some inner automorphism T; but by Theorem 3.3, u and TU lie in an 
inner subgraph, as do u and TU, so for any x E T(u, u), x = OX. It follows that 
each permutation in S or T can be expressed as a product of disjoint (possibly 
infinite) cycles such that 110 elements occur in the same cycle unless they lie in the 
same equivalence class. Then, since disjoint cycles commute, each element of 
[S. T) restricts to a product of commutators on each equivalence class, and thus 
to an even permutation on each finite equivalence class. 
Conversely, we need to show that any permutation which satisfies the condi- 
tions of the theorem is contained in [S, T]. It suffices to prove that this is true for 
each permutation which fixes all elements of r except for those in a single 
equivalence class C, and maps each edge set in C to itself. We then have three 
cases to consider. 
(i) C is finite. Since every even permutation can bt expressed as the product of 
an even number of transpositions, we need to prove that if p is a product of a 
transposition on T(u,, u,) and a transposition on T(u,, u?), where T(u,,-u,) and 
r(u,, u?) are two edge sets contained in the equivalence class C, then p E [S, T]. 
For the greatest generality we assume that CI, f (I, and u, f uz. Let f(~,. ul) = 
(a,. . . . , a,,} and firr,, u,) = Ic,. . . . . _ _ c,?). and suppose without loss of generality 
ihat p = (a, a, j(c, cA) where i. k # 1. By definition of th: equiva!ence relation, 
f(u,, Vz) = (b,. . . . 1 b,,} is also a subset of the same equivalence class. As a 
consequence of Proposition 3. I. the transposition (ul u:) extends to an auto- 
morphism 7 of r which fixes every vertex ether than u, and u,. Since the inner 
subgraph containing u, and LJ? is complete and symmetrically embedded in f there 
is also a bijection O,,. : r( w, u, ) s Qw, u2) for each vertex IV of f. We can define a 
permutation A of the elements of r by 
@,*x ifxEr(M’,U,). w#rt,, 
ti,,,‘x ifxET(w,u,). w#u,, 
X otherwise . 
Then. for any j E (2,. . . , I;) the permutation 
f II 
1 A* fi (a.,- b.r ) ifi=j, 
aij = x= 1 
A. (ai bj)(aj bi) n (a, b,) if i f i , 
1;ti.j 
is an element of S, since sew;, = s and far,j = Tt. 
Similarly, by extending the transposition (II, u,) we can define an element 
P * ii (b, c.,) ifj=k, 
ajk = I= I 
p - (bjc,.)(bk cj) I-I (b, c,) if j # k, 
x*j.k 
of T, where the permutation p does not involve elements from r(lc,, u2) or 
T(u:. U’). 
The permutations pi = (b, bj) and yk = (cl ck) are both in S n T. and it is easy 
to check that 
(a, a,)(c, Ck)=(a, a,)@, bj)m(bl bj)(cl ck) 
= lr;jpjcr,~‘p,l - y$jky;‘6;.’ . 
If either u1 = uz or u, = uz we can simplify this argument, since in that case 
(a, a,)(c, ck) is given directly by ‘Y~~/~~~~‘P~’ or yx6,,y<‘6i,’ respectively. Thus 
in every case p E [S, T]. (Note that we follow the convention of reading pcrmuta- 
tions from left to right.) 
(ii) C consists of an infinite number offinite edge sets. Then any permutation of 
C can be expressed as a product of transpositions, so we need to show that a 
transposition of elements within any edge set lies in [S, T]. Since each edge set 
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contains tl elemeirts, f% >orne I!, 1:‘O can label the elements of C as (~4, u)(,, 
(it. u),, . . * 1 (u, v),_, A ;re u E U, u E V for some suitable sets W and V indexing 
the source hnd target v :ices respectively. 
At least one of CI and V mrist J-P ;ufinite; we shall suppose that V is. and we can 
assume that it contains the SiHegcrS. Let U be a specified element of U. We shall 
show that the transposition ((U, O), (U, O),) can be expressed as an elr -rment of 
[S, T]. 
Define permutations of the elements of C da foiiows: 
(u,~+l)~_~ ifuEZ. v50. u=U. ilj, 
otherwise , 
ifuEZ, v>O, u=U, isl, 
otherwise . 
As a consequence of Proposition 3.1, the infinite cycle (. . . - 10 1 . . .) in the 
vertices indexed by Z extends to an automorphism ir of F which fixes all other 
vertices. It follows that (Y E S, and clearly p E S Ti T. It is easy to check that 
a@ -‘@-’ gives the transposition ((zi, O), (U, O),), and we can therefore conclude 
that every permutation of elements of C is in [S, T]. 
(iii) C contains infinite edge sets. This is the easiest case to deal with. Any 
element of an infinite symmetric group can be expressed as a commutator of 
elements of this group (see [9]). Thus any permutation of elements within an edge 
set in C can be expressed as a commutator of T:;ch permutations, and so lies in 
(S n T)‘; but by Lemma 4.1, (S 0 T)’ C [S, T]. This completes the proof. Cl 
Corollary 4.1. The following conditions are necessary and sufJicient for [Ker(s), 
Ker(t)] to be trivial, and thus for SYM(T) to be a cat’-group: 
(i) No edge set is r may contain more than two edges. 
(ii) No etIge set in r containing exactly two edges may have either its source or 
target vertex in an inner subgraph with more than one vertex. 
Proof. We note first that S n T s n ,r.uEV(r-) syW(u, 4) (taking SY~(@ = 1 by 
convention), and so (S n T)’ is trivial if and only if Ir(u, u)I 52 for all U, u. The 
necessity of condition (i) is thus implied by the fact that (S fl T)‘C [S, T] (see 
Lemma 4.1). 
Suppose then that condition fi) holds, so (S n T)’ is trivial. Since (S f7 T)’ 
consists of all permutations in S n T which are even on each finite edge set, while 
[S, T] consists of those which are even on each finite equivalence class, [S, T] z 
(S rl T)’ if and only if no equivalence class contains more than one multiple edge 
set. But this is equivalent to condition (ii). 0 
5. The hornday> groups of SYM(r)CtKerW, KerWl 
We now consider the effect of taking the quotient of SYM(f) hy [Ker(s). 
Ker(r)]. If we write A’ = (S. T]. an element of [ Ker(s), Ker(t)] is a triple (k : 1. I ) 
where k E K. ‘l%,us an element of SYM(T)/[Ker(s), Ker(E)] is a triple (PK: G. 7). 
Note that the vertices are the .same as those of SYM(f)l; in taking the quotient me 
c’:, not lose any information about the automorphism group. 
The source and target maps on SYM(f) induce similar maps S: ion SYM(f )/ 
[Ker(s\,,Ker(r)J, where i(pK:rt, 7) = (oK:ta. u) md $pK:a: 7) = (~K:T.T). if 
g :Ker(s)+Im(i] is the crossed module given by the restriction of l then the 
homotopy groups W,(F) and rz( ~1) are defined to be Coker(p) and Ker( P) 
respectively. Again we note the parallel with the theory of group automorphisms. 
When this construction is carried out for a group G, as explained in 121. the map 
~1 turns, out tc be the inner automorphism map ,y : G--=+ Aut(G). with kernel 
7(G), the cen’re pf G, and cokernel Out(G), the outer automorphism group of 
G. 
We now establish the relationship Detween these homotopy groups and the 
structure of the graph J’. 
Theorem 5.1. Ler n,( p) and r2( p) denote the homotopy groups of the classifying 
space of the crossed modtile correspondi,lg io SYM(T) /[ Ker(s), Ker(r)]. T1ze.l: 
(i) m, ( 1~) consists of all permutations of the set of inner subgraphs of r induced 
by automorphisms of r, and is isomorphic to the group of components of 
SYM(f ); 
(ii) zz( /L) is isomorphic to the group of functions f.*om 174 TO Z,. where A4 is the 
set of finite equivalence classes containing multiple edge sets and the group 
c;perution i.r defiwd by ( f - g) : x -f(x) + g(x). 
Proof. Since Im(o s Aut(f ), we can write p : K.er(Sj* Aut(T). Now 
7rl( y) = Coker( II) = Aut(T)/Im( CL). But 
= Inn(f), 
that is, the set of automorphisms of r which lie in the same component of 
SYM(r) as the identity. By Theorem 3.3, we know that this is exactly the set of 
automorphisms of r which mr,p each inner subgraph to itself. Taking the quotient 
ale Aut(T) by Inn(T) therefore gives the group of permutations of the set of inner 
subgraphs of r induced by automorphisms of r. The isomorphism with the group 
of components of SYM(r) is given by Proposition 2.2(iv). 
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We also have 
Ker(s) = {(pK: 1, 7): sp =S. fp = 7f) 
and so 
7rz(p) = Ker( h) = {( pK: 1.1): SP = S, @ = C) 
S(pK: pESn T} 
=(9-l T)IK. 
But K consists of all elements of S rl T which restrict to even permutations on 
each finite equivalence class, so we can express each element pK of the quotient 
(S n T) f K as a function from the set of equivalence classes to Z,, where pK maps 
the equivalence class C to 0 if p restricts to an even permutation of C or C is 
infinite, and to 1 otherwise. Note that if a class contains only singleton edge sets 
there can be no odd permutations of this class in S tl T, SO in fact the function 
must take the value 0 on all except finite equivalence classes containing multiple 
edge sets. The group operation is obvious. 0 
By analogy with the theory of group automorphisms we feel justified in 
referring to P,(P) also as Out(f), and calling it the ‘outer automorphism group’ 
of r. Similarly, we can regard T?(P) as the ‘centre’ of r, and here the example of 
groups is seen to be a misleading archetype. From the term itself, and the way the 
centre is defined for a group, one would naturally expect the ‘centre’ of a graph to 
be some kind of subgraph, whereas the categorical approach opens up another 
point of view; it suggests that the ‘centre’ could be regarded as a group related to 
the automorphism group of h structure, which in the case when the structure is a 
group happens to be isomorphic to a particular subgroup of the group concerned. 
We note that an alternative categorical generalization of the notion of the ‘centre’ 
is developed by Huq [6] in the case of categories in which the categorical product 
A X B comes equipped with canonical morphisms A- A X B and B+ A X B. 
Our category of graphs does not have these canonical morphisms. 
Finally, we have an action of rr,( FL) on nTT,( CL). 
Proposition 5.2. Any permutation p of the set of inner subgraphs of r induced by 
an automorphism of r induces a unique permutation p’ of the set of equivalence 
classes. Thus an element p of vl( p) acrs on the right of an element g of n-,(p) by 
taking ii to g” : C w g( p’C). 
Proof. Each equivalence class is determined by an ordered pair of inner sub- 
graphs, so clearly each permutation p of these inds;:es a permutation of equiva- 
lence classes provided that, for any inner subgraphs A and A’, there is an element 
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with source in pA and target in PA’ whenever there is an element with source in J 
and target in A’. But for p E ml( CL) this is ensured by the requirement that the 
permutations in rTTI( p) are induced by automorphisms of r. 
Note that the set M contains only those finite equivalence classes containing 
multiple edge sets. However, a permutation of inner subgraphs induced by an 
automorphism of f must certainly map finite subgraphs to finite subgraphs, and 
subgraphs linked by multiple edge sets to subgraphs linked by multiple edge sets, 
so p’(C) E M whenever C E M. It is easy to verify that the axioms for an action 
are satisfied. •i 
6. Undirected graphs 
Readers may already have noticed that the concepts of a complete graph and a 
full subgraph can be redefined with only a minor change of wording in the 
undirected case, while the concept of a symmetrical embedding, which we have 
shown to play a crucial role for directed graphs, needs no modification at all. It 
will therefore make sense to define inner subgraphs of undirected graphs, so we 
can use Theorem 3.3 as a definition of inner automorphism. Clearly the inner 
automorphisms will then form a normal subgroup of the automorphism group. 
A complete justification for this definition on categorical grounds is difficult, 
mainly because the obvious category of undirected graphs is not Cartesian closed 
(if we allow loops and multiple edges), so our methods do not yield a symmetry 
graph SYM(T) for an undirected graph r. However, results for the special case of 
graphs without lonps or multiple edges are encouraging, and we hop0 to deal fully 
with undirected graphs in a subsequent paper. 
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